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About This Game

A scientific mission in Antarctica goes awry when something is released from beneath the ice! Learn the secrets of JCR Outpost
as you play a deadly game of cat and mouse with the randomly generated crew members. No two playthroughs will be the same
as you discover who is friend, who is foe, and the truth behind JCR Outpost. Only you can solve the mystery of the Occurrence

at JCR Outpost!
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Lovely little indie platformer, collecting heads is basically my life now.. its a good game but i cant see the fire PLZ FIX
. after the success of Unreal Tournament 2004, epic games decided to take the series in a bit of a strange direction but in the end
i think the risk totally paid off. 10/10, looking forward to the sequel.. At first, because it was NOT Dungeon Keeper, I was a
little disappointed, but after playing for hours, I gota say this game is a ton of fun. I love the "overworld" aspect of the game,
and it makes me wonder how I ever enjoyed the original Dungeon Keeper without it :)
I even love the campy narrator, lol. I think this is a very cheap and this game is very good for its price. This game is a very good
russian simulator or maybe a russian Grand theft auto. Buy it if you dont know what do you want to buy. this is a very good but
a littlebit stupid but good graphics, and good cars: lada, mtz more.

BUY IT!

For developers: give guns to this game (FPS guns, to the character like an fps shooter) If you guys put weapons to this game, this
is going to be AWESOME!!!!!. Game crashed on me after three rounds.

There are typographical errors, no mouseover effects on menu items, camera moves too quickly in windowed mode, no autosave
that I can tell after you successfully complete a night, and unclear tooltips in the prop menu.

This game needed more time to bake in the oven. It's a half-completed mess, especially in the visual department. Although the
character models are charming, they don't mesh properly with the environment designs. The font is rendered jaggedly in
windowed mode.

Something that personally irritated me in regards to the tree tileset is that they weren't transparent if something was behind
them, making it kind of difficult to see if there was someone to scare. Not sure if that was intentional or not, but I find it
misguided.

NOTE: If there are updates pending, I'll come back and check out the progress and revise this review as needed.
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Garbage Bin game. The devs probably made this to make a quick buck off of it. Not worth the money at all. Stay away.

I cannot recommend this game unless the devs add more intuitive controls, a better UI(it looks like an old Ps1 game), more
game modes, etc.

Don't buy this even on sale.. Another Waterlily game, more of the same licence-maiming and repeated puzzles.
The interface and gameplay are the same as Hound of the Baskervilles, and the voice acting is similarly crummy. Mina Harker is
American (for some reason), and Dracula manages to sound both overplayed and robotic.
The story is some nebulous guff about the Queen of Vampires and her implausible minions covering the world in red goo, with
an extra chapter about Pluto being the father of all evil.

Hold up a crucifix to this game, and walk away.. Mediocre puzzle game with broken leaderboards, achievements and lack of
support.. Very intensed game
If you don't mind violent shooter games, you might like this game

Zombies and blood everywhere!. It's The Most Beautiful and Game I've Ever seen and this game always makes me calm and
relax
And It has An important Messages For Who Plays This Game.. The Golden Turd Award for 2017 goes to (insert drum
roll...opening envelope) 'WhackAKey'. (Unfortunately no one comes forward because the developer knows all too well that as
soon as he reveals his whereabouts castration from him developing any future products will be on the table).

So far 5 games that statue his developing career have been erected in this great Steam Country of ours and all of them need to
be pulled down and trampled on by the cavalry of disgruntled gamers circling in computer chairs as they shout cries of
Liberation and Freedom from the cruel oppression of bad game designers.

Hold your houses is basically a knock off Tom Clancy game demonstrating severe Down syndrome. The objective is to protect
your house by shooting bad guys dressed up as a special counter terrorist squad who come knocking on your door and jumping
through your windows. You have 5 maps which basically look exactly the same. You will be surrounded by enemies from every
direction within the first minute or two and shot repeatedly in the head because they can shoot through walls, never miss and
you only have enough arsenal to last a couple of rounds.

The tutorial is the only really playable part and this is where the abysmal concept of the game really shines. You see on this map
the enemy cannot destroy the wooden planks you erect to barricade the doors and windows, meaning you can outlast the
constant waves of spawning groups. However as the number of NPC's increases so does the lag and by wave 56 you will be
down to 1 frame per second because there is like 10,000 at your window. All you can do to get out of this is throw a grenade and
sit on it.

In conclusion 'Forget Hold your Houses and WhackAKey instead HOLD YOUR MONEY!'

Below is the game hopefully it settles your curiosity...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zmnuW-C8PZE

If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. It's not my kind of game. (Especially since I didn't initially realise it was
an educational game.). coldzera and olofmeister, amazing players.. Pretty basic game i personaly think it was a waste of $2.00
honestly i liked it but there wasnt a second path and i would have like a different ending or even somehow where i wasent
locked up forever
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